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What makes a good survey?
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In ophthalmology, survey is a common research method used to
explore a question or test a hypothesis. A search conducted on
February 18, 2023 using “survey” or “questionnaire” as a key word
in the journal Eye generated over 1,197 and 799 results,
respectively. The journal’s first volume in 1987 contained a
manuscript utilizing a survey [1], and such methodology continues
to be quite relevant today [2, 3]. In this editorial, the survey
process and questionnaire construction are described, followed by
discussion of 2 key points to consider when conducting a good
survey: sampling and bias.

WHAT IS THE SURVEY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS?
Fig. 1 presents a concise development process of a good survey
that includes: specifying study objectives, developing the survey
(writing questions, creating the specific questionnaire), pretesting
the survey, data collection from a sample of study subjects, data
analysis, data interpretation, and results dissemination.

HOW DO YOU CONSTRUCT A SURVEY?
A survey questionnaire should start with a general introduction
outlining several parameters including the research team, study
objectives, an overview of questionnaire sections, and the
approximate time needed to complete the questionnaire. This is
followed by questions related to study participants’ sociodemo-
graphic and health-related information including age, gender,
ethnicity, smoking, alcohol consumption, diet, etc.; disease-
specific information such as duration of a condition, severity,
family history, and comorbidities; the main body of questions
relevant to the survey; and ends with closing remarks (for
example, “Thank you for participating in our study!”) [4].
Depending on the study objectives, research teams can choose
self-designed questions, adopt a validated patient-reported out-
come measure (PROM), [5] or use a combination of both. Some
commonly used PROM instruments include the National Eye
Institute-Vision Function Questionnaire (NEI-VFQ), Auckland Glau-
coma Knowledge Questionnaire, the Impact of Vision Impairment
(IVI) questionnaire, and EuroQol-5D (EQ-5D), etc. [6].
One essential step in creating a high-quality survey that we

should not forget is to pretest the survey. A pilot study (also called
pretest) involves testing the questionnaire content and assessing
the flow of a survey process, and this can be performed both
within and outside of the research team. This process often
involves multiple rounds of testing and refinement of the
questionnaire or instrument [7–9].

APPROPRIATE SAMPLING
Ideally, the team performing a survey would obtain complete
information from every individual in the population of interest to

answer a given research question. In reality this is often not
possible for a number of reasons. For example, the population of
interest can usually be too large, or, simply too difficult to identify
the entire population (e.g., patients who had major ophthalmic
surgeries in the past five years in a geographic area where the
electronic patient records system was new or not established).
Therefore, it is often sufficient to study a reasonably selected
subset, provided one has a good sampling frame (i.e., complete
list) for the population of interest and the sampling is done
appropriately.
There are two methods that can be utilized for sampling: non-

probability sampling and probability sampling. Non-probability
sampling does not ascertain that each individual has a certain
probability of being selected and includes methods like conve-
nience sampling (easily accessible participants), purposeful
sampling (participants with particular attributes), quota sampling,
and snowball sampling (recruited participants recruit further
participants). Probability sampling, which is most often used in
quantitative survey studies, selects the participants in a random
manner that include methods of random sampling, stratified
sampling, cluster sampling, systematic sampling, and multistage
sampling [7, 9]. We illustrated each level of populations and
samples in a survey using a study by Sipkova et al. as an example
(Fig. 2). The study objectives were to assess improvement in
symptoms and quality of life among adult patients with epiphora
3 months after an oculoplastic surgery [10].

Fig. 1 Process of a survey. Development process of a good survey
includes: Identifying study objective, preparation, implementation
and evaluate results.
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When considering the external validity of a study, it is important
to ask the question “Outside of this study, would the results be
similar in a generalizable population?” Internal validity can be
evaluated by considering procedures and factors “inside this
study” and asking whether the research had any flaws. In the

example above (Fig. 2), external validity could be increased by
including more patients who were cared for by additional
oculoplastic surgeons in the UK or even in other countries.
However, while this approach may improve the external validity, it
may simultaneously impair the internal validity, because different

Fig. 2 Levels of Populations and Samples. Populations and samples in a survey using a prospective study as the example [9]. UK United
Kingdom.

Table 1. Possible biases in survey studies.

Bias Explanation Possible solutions

Selection bias This refers to the bias due to differences in certain
characteristics between selected and unselected subjects.
For example, a study about visual acuity among
outpatients might have a greater proportion of younger
patients with fewer comorbidities if conducted in July and
August when school is out compared to an alternative
recruiting period, e.g., in winter or throughout the whole
year, thus generate different study results.

- Try to obtain a complete and up-to-date sampling frame,
and use random sampling method

- Consider stratification, matching methods
- Identify problems in pretest stage, and develop a strategy
to cope

- Adjust the results using sampling weights

Reporting bias This is one type of selection bias when some research
subjects selectively reveal or suppress certain information.
For example, subjects might exaggerate the impact of
certain occupational exposure, or fail to report some of
their medical conditions.

- Consider using the consensus-based checklist for reporting
of survey studies (CROSS) [11] to enhance transparency and
completeness of reporting

- Pretest the questionnaire

Information bias Information bias is a broad category that refers to the
systematic error in obtaining the study information while
conducting the research. Some characteristics of study
projects can be misclassified. For example, results of a
certain medical examination might differ due to various
accuracy levels in devices or kits, and technicians’
experiences across multiple sites of a large study. We
might observe systematic trends of a higher diagnosis
rate at a tertiary center than at a small clinic, or vice versa.

- Use standardized case report forms to ensure consistent
and complete data collection

- Systematic site staff training
- Avoid confusing questions (phrasing, logic, etc.)
- Pretest the questionnaire

Recall bias This is one type of information bias due to the distortion
or incomplete recall of the subject’s memory. For
example, patients who had eye surgery just two weeks
ago might report more symptoms and with greater
severity than patients who had the same surgery one year
ago even if we ask the same questions regarding their
baseline conditions.

- Encourage participants to make records on paper or in a
mobile application

- Shorten the length of period needing recall

Non-response bias This is one type of information bias when some research
subjects did not respond to the survey content according
to the design. There can be different characteristics
between non-responders and responders in terms of a
risk factor or treatment effect. For example, subjects with
lower income might be more likely to select “prefer not to
answer” than other subjects, thus the relevant results of a
study might be influenced.

- Improve questionnaire construct
- Allow multiple attempts, e.g., in online questionnaire
setting

- Send reminders
- Impute the missing data according to a pre-specified
strategy

- Adjust the results using sampling weights
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surgeons, care facilitators, and different patient populations may
lead to different outcomes for many distinct reasons. When
designing a survey, it is important to keep the key objective(s) in
focus, taking into account feasibility and budgetary restraints.

Survey and data analysis
Common statistical procedures for surveys include descriptive
analysis of participants profiles (can be compared with those of
the target population to suggest the external validity) and
outcomes of interest, as well as inferential statistics that
investigate correlation of variables (can be used for hypothesis
testing) [7–9]. When missing data or major differences between
the survey sample and target population pose an important issue,
it is important to acknowledge them as a limitation in study and
discuss the potential impact that they may bring to the study
results. Involvement of a statistician with experiences in a clinical
context is always advised [7].

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE BIASES IN SURVEY STUDIES?
A bias refers to a systematic error; when possible, these should be
recognized and addressed. Biases are common, can impact any
study, and can happen in sampling procedures as well as the
other survey conduction stages [7–9]. For example, in ophthalmic
studies, participants who receive a questionnaire and do not
respond may disproportionately represent patients who fully
recovered from surgery and did not want to spend time
completing a survey. In this scenario, patients with poor outcomes
may be more likely to complete the survey. A bias in the types of
patients who are willing to complete the survey can meaningfully
impact the result of the study and can grossly underestimate the
benefits of treatment. (Table 1).
Surveys can play an important role in acquiring information.

Some crucial steps and considerations for conducting a strong
survey include appropriate sampling methods to achieve good
survey representativeness, pretesting, taking measures to avoid
possible biases, and conducting appropriate analysis.
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